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Allianz Forum: Located at the Pariser Platz the Allianz 

Forum provides a spectacular view over Berlin’s most 

popular landmark, the Brandenburg Gate. There is prob-

ably no more central conference venue in Berlin. 

Classic Remise Berlin: For all automotive fans, the 

Classic Remise – a centre for vintage cars – will be the 

place to be. Delegates can listen to a scientifi c talk and 

enjoy the industrial architecture in combination with 

historic and classic vehicles.

Lecture Hall Ruins of the Berlin Museum of Medical 

History: The Lecture Hall ruins are part of the Museum 

of Medical History of the well-known German univer-

sity hospital, Charité. The exhibition tour, prior to the 

scientifi c talk, covers more than 300 years of medical 

history.

Museum of Technology: The German Museum of Tech-

nology is a place for exploration. Prior to the scientifi c 

talk, attendees can visit the exhibitions covering rail 

transport, aviation and shipping. Interesting facts and 

fi gures and a wide range of old and new technologies 

inspire several hundred thousand visitors every year. 

Feuersozietät: Boasting 300 years of history in 2018, the 

Feuersozietät is the second oldest insurer in Germany. 

For their anniversary, the company will host two of the 

twelve limited attendance experiences during the ICA 

2018. Attendees can expect an interesting, unique and 

special event. All details are still being kept secret, but 

it will certainly be worth a visit. 

Museum for Communication: Founded in 1872 the Mu-

seum for Communication in Berlin is the oldest postal 

museum in the world. Visitors can go on a journey from 

the very beginnings of communication until today. In the 

museum’s treasury, valuable exhibits and highlights 

such as the famous misprints, the blue and red Mauri-

tius, await the visitor.  

Ottobock Science Center: The Ottobock Science Center 

is a highlight in many ways. At fi rst glance, it is the 

architecture with its modern façade that catches the 

visitors’ attention straight away. But also the exhibits 

are fascinating. Several interactive multimedia devices 

invite the visitors to participate. Drive a wheelchair 

through a virtual course at the Brandenburg Gate or 

balance over a virtual deep ravine. This limited atten-

dance experience is challenging. 

Apart from the scientifi c talk, participants will explore 

the venue in an exclusive guided tour. The limited atten-

dance experiences are free of charge for all ICA 2018 

attendees.

LIMITED ATTENDANCE EXPERIENCES

As an alternative to the excursions on Tuesday and Thursday afternoon, ICA 2018 delegates can also 

attend one of twelve limited attendance experiences. In small groups of a maximum of 50 people, 

participants get the chance to meet and discuss actuarial content off the beaten track. 12 events in 

seven exceptional venues in Berlin are available.

SOCIAL PROGRAM
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SOCIAL PROGRAM

EXCURSIONS

After the scientifi c program has fi nished on Tuesday and Thursday afternoon, ICA 2018 delegates are 

invited to join several guided tours through Berlin, Germany’s famous and vibrant capital.

EVENING EVENTS

As part of the ICA 2018 delegates can also join different evening events. Come together at the 

Welcome Event on Sunday, get closer at the Garden Event on Tuesday and stay in touch with our 

Fairwell Event on Thursday.

Six different excursions are available. The “History 

Tour” focuses on several sights of Germany’s long 

and eventful past. The “Jewish Heritage Tour” takes 

participants to the most important places and points of 

interest during different periods of Berlin’s history. 

“Berlin by bus and boat” combines a comfortable bus 

trip through the city with a relaxing ride down the river 

Spree. The “Highlight Tour” will pass by the most famous 

sights in Berlin. Participants can get off the bus at the 

Brandenburg Gate and Checkpoint Charlie to take a 

personal souvenir photo. 

And there are also tours for frequent visitors. “Berlin – 

its hidden places” shows the secret spots in town. Get 

to know Kreuzberg, Berlin’s notorious and multicultural 

neighbourhood, and try the famous Berliner Currywurst. 

The tour “Modern Architecture” brings participants to 

the famous landmarks and impressive modern buildings 

– a must see for anyone interested in architectural 

achievements. These excursions as well as the other 

social events are included in the congress fee. 

The “Welcome Event” will take place on Sunday 3 June 

2018, at the Museum für Naturkunde in Berlin. With a 

theme of “Humboldt meets Gauss”, delegates will get 

interesting information about biological and geological 

evolution as well as biodiversity and what connects them 

to mathematics. Exclusive insights in the museum and a 

dinner next to brachiosaurus brancai, the tallest mounted 

dinosaur skeleton in the world, will make this event an 

unforgettable experience for all ICA 2018 participants.

Two days later, on Tuesday 5 June 2018, the full and fi rst 

half week attendees are welcome to join the “Garden 

Event” in the Estrel summer garden. Freshly barbecued 

food, cold drinks and relaxing music offer the perfect 

atmosphere to network with colleagues and to establish 

new professional contacts. A great way to fi nish the 

second congress day ICA 2018.

The fi nal entertaining evening event will take place on 

Thursday 7 June 2018 in the Kalkscheune, a former Ger-

man machine factory. At the ancient funfair of the fare-

well event, visitors can enjoy various booth activities, 

fun games and feel the taste of the old Berlin of the 

1920s. Could there be a better way to sweeten your 

farewell?
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Berlin looks back on an eventful history of more than 

750 years. Various historic episodes have left marks on 

the face and the atmosphere of the city: The Branden-

burg Gate, Victory Column, Olympic stadium or the 

Urania World time clock. These and other monuments 

and memorials remind visitors of the city’s lively past.

Nowadays, Berlin is an open-minded city, a melting pot 

for many cultures. More than 190 nationalities repre-

sented in the city shape the metropolis in many ways. 

This is also refl ected in the cultural life. 175 museums, 

140 theatres, 300 private or municipal galleries and 

300 cinemas demonstrate that Berlin is an excellent 

destination when it comes to art and culture. 

Around 12.5 million people visit the German capital every 

year – and the visitor numbers are increasing. From the 

famous landmark the Brandenburg Gate, the symbol for 

division and unifi cation of Germany, to the Reichstag, 

the seat of the German government – the city has many 

interesting sights to offer. One highlight – and also a 

historic location – is the Museum Island which contains 

fi ve internationally-renowned museums, e.g. the Perga-

mon Museum with the famous monumental construction 

Pergamon Altar. Last but not least, many beautiful parks 

and gardens with impressive stately homes such as like 

Charlottenburg Palace or Sanssouci Palace attract many 

visitors every year. 

Apart from the cultural sights, Berlin is also a culinary 

hotspot. Around 4,500 restaurants serve almost every 

type of food. One particularly famous Berlin dish is the 

Currywurst, a fried sausage with spiced tomato sauce. 

There are numerous restaurants where you can try 

Currywurst. It is a dish defi nitely not to be missed when 

visiting Berlin. 

With 195 meetings for associations in 2015, Berlin has 

risen to the top of the annual International Congress 

and Convention Association’s (ICCA) host city ranking. 

It is the central location in the heart of Europe and it is 

its unique mixture of traditional and modern, of art and 

culture, that makes Berlin so popular. 

The ICA 2018 will be held in the ESTREL, the largest 

hotel in Germany. The Congress Centre alongside the 

ESTREL covers a space of 269,000 sq ft – roughly the 

size of two football pitches. Enough space to hold the 

various parallel sessions during the ICA 2018 – up to 

11 lectures will be held at the same time. There couldn’t 

be a better city nor a better location to hold the 31st 

International Congress of Actuaries 2018.

Expressive, multicultural, friendly, vibrant and historical – these are all adjectives that are closely 

linked to Berlin. With approximately 3.5 million inhabitants, Berlin is the capital of, and the largest city 

in, Germany. Berlin is the second largest city in the European Union in terms of inhabitants. However, 

not only these key fi gures make Berlin special.

BERLIN


